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Responses to UN75 Questions from the CGS Global 

Conversations  

 

Topics mostly discussed: 

Effective & democratic global governance to solve global problems 

Question 1: What should the international community prioritize to recover better 

from the pandemic? 

The international community should prioritize their commitment to the common good of 

all humanity.  It is important that the nations develop a sense of shared sovereignty 

when dealing with global threats such as pandemics, environmental destruction, and the 

risk of nuclear holocaust.  Whereas the national governments seem to put their 

sovereignty ahead of the common good of all humanity, the truth is that nations can only 

thrive and be healthy when we accept that we are all in this together.  Nations need to 

continue to be responsible for dealing with national problems, but global problems need 

global solutions that require global cooperation. 

Question 2: Will people in 2045 be better off than, worse than, or about the same 

as today? Why do you think that?  

Our group was evenly split as to whether the people will be better off or not. We were 
fully aligned that the answer to the question is totally dependent on our actions. If we can 
come together as the people of the world and demand better global governance, then 
people will be better off. If we don’t make any changes, if we allow nations to continue to 
act in what they think is their own self-interest, then the world and the people in it will be 
in serious trouble. The youth of the world are a source of hope as they identify as global 
citizens and push their leaders in a positive direction. Input from our Model UN students 
is that commitment to the Sustainable Development Goals is a must now in order for 
humanity to be better off in 2045. 

Question 3: What does your group most want to see in the year 2045 when the UN 

will turn 100?  

We want a peaceful, free, just and sustainable world community--achieved by 
transforming the UN into a democratic federation of nations with a World Constitution 
that provides the framework for using the rule of law to settle disputes between nations, 
protect our global environment, contain global pandemics and end human rights abuses. 
The Constitution should create a World Parliament with members who are directly 
elected by the peoples of the nations to create world law, establish an executive branch 
that is responsible for enforcing world law, provide for a judiciary branch to adjudicate 
world law, ensure adequate checks and balances across branches and limit the power of 
the world federation to only address global issues facing humanity. 

Question 4: What are the main obstacles and challenges your group thinks will most 

affect this vision?  

The UN and other international organizations lack a democratic way of making decisions 

and a way of making decisions binding, especially on individuals. Other obstacles are 
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things that prevent countries and people from acting together. One is inequality between 

rich and poor, both within and across countries. Another is the lack of a non-national 

common language for international communication. More generally, one major obstacle 

is the focus on limited national interests rather than the common good of all humanity. 

 

Question 5: How can global cooperation -- and in particular the UN -- better help manage 
these challenges?  

The UN must give the people of the world a voice by implementing ideas such as the 

World Citizen Initiative and continuing global dialog. Democracy at the global level is 

both a human right in itself and a way to promote a sense of world citizenship. If we all 

participate in decision-making, we develop a sense of having a stake in the decisions. In 

addition, working on common goals such as sustaining the biosphere and promoting 

human rights can unite people. The wealthy can and should help the poor through 

funding the Sustainable Development goals. Also, all countries can help move towards 

the rule of law based on justice through institutions such as the ICC, the International 

Court of Justice and an International Court of Human Rights. 

 
Question 6: What would your group advise the UN Secretary General to do to address 
these challenges? (list top 1-3 ideas that emerged and/or summarise discussion in max. 
750 characters). 

The Secretary General should encourage the GA to embrace the World Citizen 
Initiative and use Article 22 of the UN Charter to establish a consultative UN 
Parliamentary Assembly directly elected by the people, which will allow all people a 
voice in setting the UN’s agenda. We also support fully funding the Sustainable 
Development Goals as a high priority. This may require finding new sources of revenue 
such as a tax on financial transactions or taxes on the transnational sale of weapons. 
Finally, we recommend that the UN bolster the ICC and ICJ by promoting membership 
in the former and expanding the acceptance of the latter’s compulsory jurisdiction 
through the “optional clause” declarations under Article 36(2) of the ICJ Statute. 

 

Any other comments/feedback: 
We hope that the UN75 effort to hear from “we the peoples” does not end after UN Day 
2020, but rather that a mandated post-2020 follow-up mechanism is established to 
continue to make the UN system more fit for purpose and representative. A more robust 
commitment (with proper funding) to the Sustainable Development Goals and the rule of 
law (ICC, ICJ), & the establishment of a UN Parliamentary Assembly & a World Citizens 
Initiative are crucial. 


